sartori "ʾiḍāfa" (Fleisch 1986 (Fleisch :1008b , "naʿt" (Troupeau 1993 (Troupeau :1034a and "taʿrīf " (Carter 2000:241b) . Finally, Brustad (2000:21) briefly mentions it in passing.
By placing this work in the context of continuity and change, I have three objectives: i. to conduct an archeological search of the term taḫṣīṣ in Arabic grammar; ii. to trace the evolution of its conceptual content; iii. to identify its origin. First, however, we need to define the notion of taḫṣīṣ, which, given the scattered nature of the information, can only be done by a combination of sources.
2
Taḫṣīṣ: First Definition
Lexical Family and Meaning of ḫ-ṣ-ṣ
The term taḫṣīṣ is a verbal noun (maṣdar) of what is called in the Orientalist tradition Form ii faʿʿala/yufaʿʿilu from the root ḫ-ṣ-ṣ. Form i of this verb, ḫaṣṣa/yaḫuṣṣu means 'to distinguish, to specify; to apply in particular to, to be characteristic of' . Of this basic verb, two derivations are frequently used, the active participle ḫāṣṣ and the passive participle maḫṣūṣ. As for the first, it should be understood either as 'peculiar, specific' , opposed to ʿāmm 'general' ,2 or as 'particularizing; someone who/something which particularizes' , opposed to maḫṣūṣ 'someone/something particularized, specific, specified' . The latter in turn is well known in Arabic grammar, especially to designate the specific object of praise or blame in structures involving ʾafʿāl al-madḥ wa-l-ḏamm, the praised or blamed object being the maḫṣūṣ bi-l-madḥ ʾaw bil-ḏamm.
From this verb base some augmented stems are derived: the monotransitive Form ii ḫaṣṣaṣahu 'to particularize, to specify' , which is the factitive of Form i and whose maṣdar is taḫṣīṣ; a bi-transitive Form viii, direct and prepositional, iḫtaṣṣahu bihi 'to dedicate s.th. to s.o., to confer distinction upon s.o. by s.th.' , of equivalent meaning with iḫtaṣṣahu lahu;3 a monoprepositional iḫtaṣṣa bihi 'to be peculiar to; to concern, regard s.th.; to be distinguished, marked by'; a monotransitive iḫtaṣṣahu 'to take exclusive possession of' with the meaning of 'to characterize s.th.'; an intransitive iḫtaṣṣa 'to distinguish one's self, to specialize' , with a passive form uḫtuṣṣa (bi-) 'to be characterized, specified (by), to become specific (to)' . Finally, from Form ii a Form v is derived taḫaṣṣaṣa
